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The documenting party: Syrian Network for Human Rights.

Details
On Sunday 6 January 2013, approximately 9:00 am, four cars set out from Hama- 
KIA Optima white car driven by the martyr Zohair Al Malieh, and Hyundai Sonata 
white car driven by the youth Saleem Al Hariri in addition to other two cars.
After one hour, no one could contact the travelers, according to families’ accounts 
who confirmed this. News reported that the travelers have been arrested and they 
were detained in a Security State branch. Later, we discovered that news was wrong.
News of travelers have completely cut. After investigation, we found that they were 
kidnapped by militias of pro-Syrian regime villages, in particular, from Al Mashrafa 
area which is located in the west suburbs of Homs.

On Tuesday 8 January 2013, a call from the military hospital that was received by 
victims’ families asking them to come and take the dead bodies of their relatives.
The families told us that most of the victims have been slaughtered by knives and 
the corpses were deformed as the hands and legs of the dead bodies were cut.
The reason behind their killing was based on their identity because they are from 
Hama city which was opposing the Syrian regime. Two of victims were killed based 
on ethnic background. It should be noted that two of the victims are Christians, the 
pro-regime militias killed them without knowing their religion.

That is a stark indicator that the killing was for the sake of killing which is the case 
in all of the massacres that were committed by pro-Syrian government militias. 
SNHR team in Hama was able to document 11 civilians in addition to three kid-
napped person whose fates are still unknown as of this writing. 
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The two drivers are:
1- Zohair Ghaleb Al Maleih, 42-year-old/ Hama- Gharb Mashtal/ a driver on Beirut 
road, married and has two children, his wife is pregnant, he was killed in a savage 
manner and there are many stabs in his hands and legs.
2- Saleem Al Hariri, 38-year-old/ Hama- Al Faraya neighborhood/ a driver on Bei-
rut road, married and has three sons and one girl.
The passengers:
3- Tareq Abdul Hameed Khlaif, 25-year-old/Hama- Kazo neighborhood.
4- Abdurrahman Mahmoud Al Ahmad (Olwan) 37-year-old/ Hama- Kazo.
5- Ahmad Mahmoud Qawas/ Hama- Kazo/ he is Abdul Rahman Al Ahmad’s broth-
er-in-law.
6-Sameer Al Nosair/ Hama Al Madina neighborhood/ an engineer, he was killed 
along with his son and wife, he is a Christian.
7-Mrs. Reem Al Basha/ Hama- Al Madina neighborhood/ Sameer Al Nosiar’s wife, 
she was slaughtered with her husband and her son, she is an Arabic teacher in Aisha 
high School. 
8-Maher Sameer Nosair/ Hama- Al Madina neighborhood/ killed along with his 
mother and his father as he was travelling to Lebanon for treatment. His shoulder 
was broke and there were three signs in his neck and three non-fatal stab wounds.
9-Tawfeeq Sameer Qaqat, 45-year-old/ Hama- Al Sharqiyeh neighborhood/ killed 
in Al Mashrafa massacre
10-Mohammad Sameer Qaqat, 25-year-old/ Hama- Al Sharqiyeh neighborhood/ 
killed in Al Mashrafa massacre. He is Tawfeeq Qaqat’s nephew.
11-Rodwan Abdul Hakeem Qatefa/ Homs/ IDP in Hama. Killed in Al Mashrafa 
massacre and buried in Hama.
The martyrs whose corpse wasn’t handed over although his family identified him:
12-Mohammad Hashem Haj Hmoud, 35-year-old/ Hama- Kazo neighborhood/ 
killed in Al Mashrafa neighborhood, his dead body didn’t hand over.
There are other three youths whose fates are still unknown:
-The youth Yaser Fares Ma’loof, 37-year-old/ Hama- Kazo neighborhood/ a taxi driv-
er, married and has four children. He was kidnapped from Al Mashrafa area in Homs.
-The youth Tareq Ghazal/ Hama- Kazo/ a taxi driver, kidnapped from Al Mashrafa 
area in Homs.
-Mokhles Qahwati’s son/ Hama- Kazo neighborhood/He was kidnapped from Al 
Mashrafa area in Homs.
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The murder crime perpetrated by Al Shabiha pro- Syrian government forces is con-
sidered as ethnic cleansing based on the identity. We hold the Syrian government 
and the security forces hold legally and morally responsible for the massacre.
This massacre was a systematic and widespread occurrence and it has been repeated 
tens of times and they are considered as crimes against humanity where all elements 
were fulfilled
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